4th Grade

Reading Recommendations

Juvenile Fiction

Oliver’s Great Big Universe
Cham

The Eyes and the Impossible
Egers

Rewind
Graff

Drawing Deena
Khan

Leeva at Last
Pennypacker

More Tales to Keep You Up at Night
Poblocki

The Nighthouse Keeper
Senf

The Last Mapmaker
Soontornvat

The Lost Library
Stead

Lulu Sinagtala and the City of Noble Warriors
Villanueva

West of the Sea
Willing

Finally Heard
Yang

* Books with this symbol are available in other formats. Please see a librarian for info.
**Juvenile Graphic Novel**

- *Wildfire* by Bard
- *Survival Scout: Lost in the Mountains* by Eaton
- *Next Stop* by Fong
- *Garvey’s Choice* by Grimes

- *Wildful* by Kurimoto
- *Ghost Book* by Lai
- *Curlfriends: New in Town* by Miller
- *Alterations* by Xu

**Juvenile Nonfiction**

- *Is There Anybody Out There?* by Lee
  - 576.839 Kr

- *The Last Unexplored Place on Earth* by Eaton
  - 623.82 Br

- *The Handbook of Forgotten Skills* by Miller
  - 790.1 Ba

- *Kid Olympians: Summer* by Grimes
  - 796.0922 St

**Need more recommendations?**

Ask a librarian!